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COMING TO TERMS WITH SEARCH TERMS...
Thanks to the wonderful Wordpress stats page, it became 

apparent early on in the history of our podcast that I would 

have to come to terms with the fact that nobody was 

coming to our site because they were interested in snarky 

commentary on film, literature and culture. People are 

mostly interested in zombies, the Freemasons and Kate 

Beckinsale’s ass.

Well, fair enough. But hopefully a few of these people 

looking for pictures of said ass, Harry Potter slash fiction,  

and zombies clicked on an episode or two of Nerd Hurdles 

and maybe, just maybe, became dedicated listeners. 

That might be a bit too much to hope for but at least I’m 

entertained daily by the effed-up search strings that show 

up every day. 

As well, through these search terms I’ve learned a lot in the 

past three years. For instance “how to make urine battery” 

and that “ass is the universal language.” I’m a much more 

well-rounded person since this online portal into humanity 

opened to me. 

We’ve put this zine together so that you can benefit from 

the collective scarring horror wisom of the Internet as well.

Jakob Rehlinger, September 2012
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abomination cage: The U.S. military has been working 
on a structure that can safely contain Nickleback’s music.

adult games of tentacles: “Tentacles” was a parlour 
game fashionable in certain circles of London society 
during the Victorian period. The giant squid famine of 
1899 is thought to be the main precipitator of its decline in 
popularity.

anal, canada, true north: This is a nicely condensed 
version of the lyrics of our national anthem. They left out 
“strong and free” but you get the gism. 

angelina jolie drains: the will to live?

anime male penis: I was about to say “As opposed to 
what? A female penis?” But then I realized it’s anime. You 
probably do have to distinguish.

an offer u cant refuse: And a sentence you can’t spell.

ass is the universal language: Debate settled. It’s not 
love or money—it’s been ass all along.

azkaban chad kroeger: At first I thought, “This is silly. If 
being a douchebag was a wizarding crime, then Azkaban 
would have been overfilled with Ravenclaws long ago.” 
But then I realized that putting a Death Eater in a cell with 
Chad Kroeger is probably the only thing that would scare 
them enough to betray Voldemort. Well played, Aurors, 
well played.

baby photos of chad kroeger: “Poison control center. 
How may I be of assistance?”

“I think I just swallowed poison. What should I do?”

“Induce vomiting. Tickle the back of your throat with a 
feather.”

“I don’t have a feather.”

“Do you have access to the Internet?”

“Yes.”

“I want you to Google ‘baby photos of Chad Kroeger.’”

“Okay. Yuck.”

“Did that work?”

“Yes. Do you have the number of a carpet cleaner?”

baltimore limousine service: How did this search 
get somebody to the blog of a podcast in Toronto? Are 
Baltimore web designers the  worst ever at SEO?

beard in perspective: Having a ridiculously large beard 
does change your perspective on beards. For instance, 

THE ODDLY SIGNIFICANT LIFE OF   
CHRISTINA AGUILERA
•	 10	important	moments	in	christina	aguilera’s	life

•	 7	major	events	in	christina	aguilera’s	life

•	 christina	aguilera	events	of	importance

•	 christina	aguilera	importants	events	in	his	live

•	 christina	aguilera	interesting	events	in	life

•	 hurdles	in	life	Christina	aguilera	had

•	 important	events	from	christina	aguilera	life

•	 important	events	in	christina	aguilera’s	life

•	 significant	dates	of	christina	Aguilera

•	 why	is	christina	aguilera	importants	event	life

•	 why	was	christina	aguilera	important?

it gets in the way of your book when reading in bed. And 
soaks up your soup before you can eat any of it.

beer tasting piss: The urine you evacuate at the end of 
an all-day craft beer festival is 87% pure Molson Canadian, 
ready to be collected from the port-a-potty and bottled. 
Scientific fact. (The remaining 13% is Budweiser).

betty labia: Somewhere there’s a misguided burlesque 
performer with this stage name.

bob haircut nude: For a time Bob Lutski of Hamilton was 
upset about the hidden webcam images of him getting a 
trim at Feathers All Nude Hair Salon going viral. But, like 
many an Internet celebrity before him, he soon grew to 
enjoy the notoriety. His oiled body being covered in hair 
clippings though, boy, he never got used to that.

bowel movement grolsch beer: Grolsch’s trade-secret 
technique for processing hops and barley is rumoured to be 
similar to that of kopi luwak coffee beans.

bsg earth sucks: You know when they finally end up 
on Earth? I kind of think they all got eaten by lions within 
the first six months and had nothing to do with human 
evolution.

buffy i thought u were a vampire slayer whys edward 
still here?: The two levels away from reality that is this 
search makes my head spin. Though it would be great 
it fictional characters could kill other fictional characters 
across franchises. Like if The Equalizer could have taken 
care of The Nanny for us, then the ‘80s would have been a 
better place. 
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calvin and hobbes people are 
scum: Lots of people kind of suck, 
but, boy, those Calvin and Hobbes 
fans sure are the worst of the lot.

captain cockblock: Harry Kim’s 
honourary title (passed down from 
Geordie Laforge). 

captains log shit: Though I can 
imagine Kirk keeping records of 
his bowel movements for Starfleet 
“prosteriority”, the thought of Jean 
Luc doing so makes me giggle.

catch phrases, r2-d2, navigator: 
Anyone who doesn’t think R2 had 
all the best lines in Star Wars is 
crazy. While others are peppering 
the conversation with the usual Han 
Solo or Vader quotes, I always try to 
work in “Bweeep-doolooloo-bwerp-
bweeeooo.” That means, “Turn right 
at the next star system.” Or, perhaps, 
“C-3P0 is a big nelly bottom.”

chad kroeger shaved: Some things 
cannot be unseen. Especially when 
they are images you’ve conjured in 
your own head. I’d hate to make you 
imagine Chad Kroeger’s prickly taint 
hairs growing back but, well, there 
you go.

lego armor: Isn’t going to protect 
you from a dragon attack. In fact, it’ll 
melt onto your skin and the dragon 
will be all like, “Yo, dude. Thanks for 
making my job easier by essentially 
wearing Napalm.”

charlie brown ego comic strip: 
I’m not sure there’s a single Peanuts 
strip that isn’t directly concerned with 
ego. Except the Snoopy ones which 
are entirely id.

charlie sheen fauxtivational: 
Anyone who actually finds #winning 
motivational probably quickly 
discovers it’s a false precept.

chic is the new punk: Doggedly 
following fashion trends is totally the 
new bucking social conventions.

christians larping: When it comes 
right down to it, Communion is 
basically LARPing the Last Supper. 

cockroach fetish pornography: 
WTF now comes with more W.

cocoroach porn: It’s like regular 
cockroach porn (featuring an act 
similar to “gerbilling”) but with more 
chocolate flavouring.

comics porn wampa attack 
“princess leia”: I don’t like the 
fact that I’m actually hoping this is a 
fan-comic with Luke and Leia getting 
it on in front of a roaring fire atop a 
Wampa rug and not, what I suspect it 
is, Leia being raped by a Wampa. 

common search strings: If this 
is a catalogue of “common” search 
strings, our civilization is doomed.

couldn’t make all the symbols 
out on the knife: That’s the kind of 
search string that only works when 
Willow is “doing computers” for Giles.

craziest geek costume:  
Demon Gnomeshi

crippling self doubt, isolation, 
over analysis, dissociation: 
Indeed. All of these terms can be 
used to describe Nerd Hurdles.

cyberfu: “Ah yes, young 
grasshopper. Cats with their heads 

DARTH VADER
darth jesus / 
jesus vader: Urban 
Dictionary says: “Jesus 
Christ with a Darth Vader 
helmet and a Jedi sword. 
He’s more powerful than the 
real Jesus. He’s also evil.” Rad. 
But it seems like such an easy 
gag costume. Darth Brooks 
on the other hand is pure 
frakking genius.

darth muter: If he finds your 
lack of faith disturbing, he will 
put you on mute.

darth porn: I guess George 
Lucas is running out of words 
with negative connotations to 
name new Sith characters after. 
Darth Tax Au’dit and Darth Hemor-
Rhoid both failed to inspire the 
requisite sense of menace.

darth vader fetish: I’d like to see 
a mash-up on YouTube where Vader 
is replaced with The Gimp from 
Pulp Fiction. 

stuck in boxes, very good. Your 
cyber-fu is strong. Now let me see 
your cat made out of a pop-tart 
farting rainbows style.”

cyber lips: The popular term for 
an acute dermatological condition 
commonly resulting from a diet 
consisting exclusively of Doritos and 
Mountain Dew.

d&d vampire glasses: You put them 
on and everything looks nerdy.

daddy scat movie: As his popularity 
waned in the mid-90s, Baltimore 
rapper Daddy Scat tried to make the 
transition to feature films. Though 
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“Oh yeah?”

“He’s a victim of dead.”

Yeeeeeeeeaaaaaah!

degrassi junior high girls: Kevin 
Smith’s been on the Google again.

dick habit: If I ever end up in gay 
porn, Dick Habit is going to be my 
assumed name. 

did ross pick rachel or the bad 
girl: Wasn’t Rachel kind of the bad 
girl? I mean from the standpoint of 
her making Ross kind of miserable 
and feeling like a loser since he was 
16. Literally about half his life. Also, 
that other girl would have let him 
photocopy his zine for free. Maybe we 
have different priorities, but I think he 
totally fucked that up.

discrimination workplace comic: 
Discrimination Workplace is actually 
a pretty awesome concept for a web 
comic. Someone less lazy than myself 
should get on it.

do mathematicians wear lab 
coats?: Only the douchie ones.

do people know twilight in 
russian: I’m pretty sure Russia also 
has the same transition from day into 
night as the rest of the world. Unless 
Putin gets his way.

dobby porn: Good fucking lord. 

do i look like angelina jolie: Are 
you a skull wearing a set of oversized 
wax lips stuck on the end of a 
broomstick? 

douche not a beer: Yet Massengill 
tastes surprisingly like Budweiser.

drarryst inside: What happens 
inside the Chamber of Secrets, 
stays inside the Chamber of Secrets. 
(That’s why it’s called the Chamber of 
Secrets).

draw my cock: No.

eerie scene kkk: As opposed to all 
those idyllic, Norman Rockwell-esque 
depictions of cross burnings and 
lynchings.

emo homemade: “I love your emo. 
I wish I could afford one. They’re just 
so expensive. Did you get yours on 
sale?”

“Oh, no, I made it myself at home.”

“No way!”

“Way! It’s easy. I just belittled my child 
until they lost all self worth and then, 
when they entered puberty, they felt 
the need to assert their individuality 
by going to the mall and purchasing a 
prefabricated cultural identity.”

“Really? It’s that easy? You just 
belittled them?”

“Well, I you have to intersperse it with 
completely ignoring them.”

“Oh, that sounds complicated. I don’t 
know if I could do that.”

“No, it’s easy. Look, if I can do it, and 
you know me, I can’t even drink a latte 
while getting my nails done—LOL!— 
then anyone can. Give it a shot! What 
have you got to loose?”

“What if they don’t turn out emo? 
What if…”

“What if?”

“What if they end up being a… a… a 
hipster instead?”

“Oh honey. You worry too much.”

emo nazgul: “I hate everything.  
Sauron is always making me ride all 
over Middle Earth looking for stupid 
fucking Hobbits. Hobbits? Seriously? 
Halflings? It’s not fair. If he’s so great 
why can’t he just teleport them into 
his tower? He just doesn’t want me 

darth vader med penis: Don’t 
underestimate the healing 

power of Sith semen.

darth vader russian wax: “When 
you’re the Dark Lord of the Sith, 
image is everything. If my enemies 
can’t see their own expressions of 
fear in the reflection of my helmet, 
they’re not experiencing true terror. 
I use Troyka Brand Russian Helmet 
Wax for that supernova shine. Don’t 
underestimate the power of the 
bright side!”

darth vader voldemort porn: I’m 
envisioning a few subtle lightsaber 
metaphors and a possible title 
of The Darth Eater. Also, Vader 
dressed like The Gimp.

gaydarth: One of the Darkside 
powers the Jedi seldom talk 
about is the Sith’s ability to spot a 
homosexual from a hundred feet.

vader pride: I never really felt 
like Luke was proud enough of his 
father. I mean… he’s Darth Fucking 
Vader. You might not agree with his 
politics but, geez Luke, give the old 
man some props.

his performance in Glock Block’d 
received unexpectedly high praise 
from reviewers, his career didn’t 
manage to take hold. He now owns 
and operates a “hip-hop” airport 
limousine service called Fly Ridez.

dead victim:  
Sample dialogue from the scrapped 
pilot for CSI: Moosejaw.

“The victim is right where the janitor 
found him. It’s weird though. No sign 
of struggle, no bruises, no knife or 
gunshot wounds. What do you think 
did him in?”

“It’s obvious.”
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to have any fun. The other Nazguls 
don’t get it. They just go along with 
whatever Sauron says like they’re 
compelled to. Fucking sheeple. I hate 
everything.”

the empire sucks: Dialogue from 
the legendary deleted Tosche station 
scenes. A few other lost bon mots 
are “Uncle Owen? More like Uncle 
Blowin’!” and “Dude, where’s my 
landspeeder?”

ensue: I find it ironic that, if you type 
this into Google, no useful search 
results ensue.

estimated number of larpers in 
america: Though it’s great someone 
is taking an interest in the nerdiest 
of all geekeries, this kind of survey 
can only lead to death camps and 
sterilization programs.

every time hot man gay tub: Every 
time a gay man gets in a hot tub 
another angel gets its wings.

evil engagement ring: This is a 
pretty good concept for a horror film. 
A cursed or possessed engagement 
ring passes tragedy to unlucky 
couples throughout history. Sort of 
like The Red Violin meets The Ring.

existentialism examples in hot 
tub time machine: Master’s thesis, 
you’re doing it wrong.

f for fuckballs: If I ever have kid this 
is the alphabet poster I’m getting. 

A is for Assholes multiplying like 
flies. B is for Bullshit piled up to 
the sky. C is for cocknobs, and all 
that they Tweet. D is for Dickheads 
crowding the street…

fam penis: Family penis? Famous 
penis? Ham penis? Penis fan?

fat man butts: The rumoured name 
of a Chinese kung-fu master character 
from the next Austin Powers film. To 
be played by Steven Seagal.

fileserve suck ugly man puke: 
I suspect this is only written in 
lowercase as the allcaps button had 
been broken in a previous venting of 
this person’s inexplicable rage.

find the ring lord of the rings 
illustration: Though Sauron was a 
big fan of “hidden object” drawings, 
he never could find that damn ring.

flanders razor: Is a principle similar 
to Ockham’s Razor, only this is where 
the most irritatingly sincere and 
overbearingly friendly theory is the 
correct one. Especially if it lives next 
door and has a “cookie duster.”

foghters mean draw: “Foghters” 
is short for Daughters of the Fog, an 
online Holmes/Watson fan community. 
They do, however, illustrate their slash 
with some “mean draws” though.

fredy cougar: Madonna’s no longer 
going by Esther and is now answering 
to “Freddy.”

friends tv show black haired girl: 
There was a time when Courtney Cox 
was a household name. That time has 
now passed.

frodo and legolas gay fan painting 
lord of the rings: The word “gay” is 
redundant in this search string.

frodo gay fall in lotr: It’s like the 
Arab Spring, except it’s the Gay Fall. 
And nerdier.

funny comic strip punchline: 
Seriously, when did comic strips stop 
being funny?  

gambar penis: Even if you pass the 
Bene Gesserit dreaded “humanity 
test”, you still need to pass the 
“inhumanity test” where you risk 
death from a more fearsome weapon 
than the Gom Jabbar. The Gambar 
Penis is a radioactive dildo. With 
rotating barbs. And a shark tied to it.

gandalf is it secret is it safe: 
“C’mon Gandalf, is it safe? Is it? You 
what? You gave it to a halfling? Do 
you even know what the meaning of 
“safe” is? Oh you do, do you? Okay, 
gimme your dictionary because I 
think your dictionary must have a 
different definition than mine. Give it. 
Don’t be a dick hand it over. Thanks. 

FREEMASONS
death fuck freemason: That’s 
how the Masons get you if you 
discover their secrets. The death 
fuck. Let me tell you, it’s not as fun 
a way to die as it sounds.

free mason american flag: Looks 
exactly like the regular American 
flag. Suckas.

hives freemason: The whole 
Freemason conspiracy is actually 
a plot to keep the formula for an 
ointment that relieves the swelling 
and itching of hives secret. They’ve 
long since forgotten why it’s being 
kept a secret, but they must honour 
the tradition. Even if it means they 
occasionally have to kill people with 
a knife to keep it safe.

is ll cool a freemason: Because 
of the sans serif font, I thought this 
was II as in two. Like 2 Cool. Which 
I assumed must be a hot new 
rapper so I Googled it to be all up 
in the know. Turns out this is LL as 
in LL Cool J, a cold old rapper. And 
who cares if he’s a Freemason? In 
unrelated news, you can now refer 
to me as II Kool.

kevin smith a freemason?: If he 
were, Copout would have been a 
huge hit.

masonic emblem 1874: That one 
year when they abandoned the set 
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plainly, represents the Library of 
Congress Reading Room. Open your 
eyes, sheeple!

what are the free masons: The 
Masons you don’t have to pay for, of 
course.

who believe freemason masonic: 
Who would believe that the 
Freemasons are masonic? That’s 
patently absurd.

why do people think that 
freemasons are evil: The same 
reason people think cats are evil. 
They keep secrets and are smug 
about it. Also, their breath smells like 
tuna and they sleep 16 hours a day.

xxx structure of freemason: The 
pyramid scheme that finances the 
Freemasons is based entirely on 
bootlegged porn. Fact.

Yeah, see here it says “Secure from 
liability to harm, injury, danger, or 
risk.” Does that sound like fucking 
Hobbits to you? Their arms aren’t 
even long enough to wipe their own 
asses. Okay, maybe that was unfair. 
But, seriously, dude, the safety of 
Middle Earth rests on Sam-fucking-
Gamgee’s shoulders? Yeah, yeah, 

Frodo is Ringbearer. What does that 
mean? A fucking poodle was the 
ringbearer at my sister’s wedding. 
Yeah, they tied it to his collar. It was 
cute. Anyway, Sam is the one who’s 
going to have to hold him together 
when he goes all mopey and emo? 
Oh, I’ve seen that Frodo guy. He’s 
two steps away from posting poems 

about cutting himself on Livejournal. 
Just you wait. Time bomb. And what 
about those other loudmouths? 
Merry and Pippin? You think they 
can keep it secret? What kind of leaf 
have you been smokin’ in that pipe?” 
said Legolas questioning Gandalf’s 
leadership, not for the last time.

gay my little pony porn: I challenge 
someone to attempt to make straight 
Brony porn. 

gerbilling torrent: A whole torrent?

gif draining blood animated gory: 
Because a gif of draining blood might 
not be gory. 

the googler: “Holy Map Quest, 
Batman! With his iPhone The Googler 
will know exactly how to get to City 
Hall! We’ll never be able to stop him 
in time!” 

“Not so, Robin. Our friend OS6 will 
surely lead him astray. We just might 
be able to get there in time. To the 
Batcopter!”

guy who eats kermit: Sam J. 
Packard of Cedar Falls, Iowa, was 
best known for eating over 1,900 
Kermit the Frog dolls between the 
years 1987 and his death in 2005 
(aged 57). Unfortunately his claim to 
fame was only known to his mother 
and “kermithound65”, the eBay 
seller who supplied Packard with the 
majority of his diet.

han leia analysis: can pretty much 
be summed up with another search 
we get every month...

han solo is a douche bag: Let’s 
get into this. He owes people money; 
shoots people from under the table; 
abandons his friends in their time of 
need; goes after the girl he knows 
his best friend fancies; responds to 
“I love you” with “I know”; makes 
fun of people’s religious beliefs; 

square and compass design in favour 
of an insignia depicting fire-breathing 
kitten with boobs and holding a 
musket that shoots rainbows.

masons fuck: their spouses and 
lovers, supposedly.

one eye freemason: 

Master: “Worship the Rod of 
Aesculapius, neophyte!” 

Neophyte: “Yes, Master.” 

Master: “No, not the actual Rod of 
Aesculapius. I meant my penis.” 

Neophyte: “Oh. Why didn’t you just 
say the One Eyed Freemason?” 

Master: “You have a lot to learn about 
ceremony, neophyte.”

poster i want to be freemason:  
I doubt it exists but if it does I hope 
this picture is on it.

set of six freemason glasses: 
Worst parting gift on Wheel of Fortune 
ever. But does explain Merv Griffin’s 
career success.

sauron freemason: Yes, it’s true. 
The Masonic symbol—the All-Seeing 
Eye that decorates the American 
dollar bill—is in fact the Eye of Sauron. 
Actually, the entirety of Lord of the 
Rings is a Masonic code outlining their 
ultimate plot to take over the world. 
If you look for the symbols, they are 
quite obvious. “The One Ring” quite 
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exploits the wookie “life debt” to keep 
Chewbacca in indentured slavery… 
yeah, I’d say he is a douchebag.

harry fucking hagrid: When people 
are frustrated with Harold Hagrid 
(town councillor in Beaver Cove, 
Maine) they often mutter “Harry 
fucking Hagrid”. They’re not looking 
for pedophilic Harry Potter slash on 
our site. This is something I choose 
to believe.

harry potter trust no one x-files: 
I think Harry, like Neville, could have 
done it in four books if he’d just 

HACKERS
cool shit hackers do to make 
their compu: I think the hackers 
got to this person before they could 
finish their search.

real hackers never reveal their 
identity: 

“What was the name of that hacker 
group?”

“You mean the one where, like, they 
don’t have a name?”

“They have a name.”

“Dude, real hackers never reveal 
their identity.”

“Yeah, that’s why their group has a 
name they go under.”

“Oh, so they’re, like, anonymous 
still.”

“Yeah, they’re anonymous.”

“I don’t remember what they’re 
called. Maybe like Pseudonym or 
We Don’t Have Names Dot Com or 
something?”

“I’m typing in real hackers never 
reveal their identity and seeing what 
I get.”

hack internet file search: “Dude, 
so I found that hacker group. 
They’re actually called Anonymous.”

“Really? That’s lame.”

“Yeah, like, I’m so totally gonna hack 
the Internet and make ‘em think I’m 
cool. So, um… How do I do that?”

“You need, like, a file.”

“Yeah, totally. Cool. Uh. What kind 
of file?”

“Like a virus file, dude.”

“Yeahyeahyeah, awesome. How do I 
get one of those?”

“Like Google it, man. Shit, what 
kinda hacker are you?”

“Dude, I’m just getting into it. Like I 
read about these dudes that totally 
took down MySpace.”

“Aw yeah, that’s what I’m talkin’ 
’bout.”

“What should I put in Google? Like, 
H@xX3r V1Ru$ or something?”

“No. Are you fuckin’ stupid? Type 
in hack internet file search. Or, my 
mom says you can get viruses by, 
like, downloading screen-savers of 
Megan Fox. Maybe try that.”

learned to trust no one. Especially his 
teachers. But I do wonder how much 
Skinner/Snape is out there.

hayao miyazaki vs tim burton: 
This would be a cage match worth 
watching. Now that I think of it,  I’d 
also like to watch Miyazaki’s take on 
Alice In Wonderland, Willy Wonka 
and Sleepy Hollow. 

head of the baby was taken out: I 
did not want to imagine what kinds of 
abominations this person was looking 
for and, possibly, found. Yet, I have 
imagined it. And now you have too.

heartless glove set: I’ve never 
owned a set of gloves with their own 
cardiovascular system. I guess I was 
just lucky.

hello kitty ass: We’ve all woken up 
to find our cat is shoving their butt in 
our face.

“hermione’s tight”: Guh. Eww. 

hippies attack: This week on 
Midnight Maddness Theatre—A 
bag of radioactive marijuana turns a 
commune of mild-mannered pacifists 
into a cult of homicidal radicals!

hipster stormtrooper: I’d ask you 
if you’ve seen the droids I’m looking 
for, but you’ve probably never heard 
of them. 

hot tub time machine not 
accurate: Sometimes I think the 
main thing people use the Internet 
for is last ditch attempts to stave off 
disillusionment. I can just see two 
kids settling an argument about when 
“Home Sweet Home” was released. 
Or perhaps the existence of time 
machines. Either way, one of these 
kids will never trust Hollywood again.

huge thai cock: You ain’t never 
seen a big rooster until you been to 
Thailand.

human baby meat: Not available at 
my local deli. Hopefully.

the hurdle sex toy: Our plans for 
the Nerd Hurdles “Wangina”—a 
combination penis and vagina 
sex toy—was abandoned. Mostly 
because we couldn’t figure out what 
the hell that would look like.

hurricane urine: Wow. How to 
make a natural disaster worse. Talk 
about golden showers. But as climate 
change intensifies over the coming 
decade, we can only look forward to 
Hurricane Diarrhea as well.
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i didn’t understand deathly 
hallows why does bathilda 
bagshot transform?: What? You 
didn’t read the book first? Geez. Why 
did you think it was reasonable to 
go to a Hollywood blockbuster and 
expect to understand the plot without 
reading the book first? 

i hope this search ends up on the 
nerd hurdles blog: Congratulations, 
it’s made it into the zine too.

ikea gay: IKEA Gay is a little bit like 
Jailhouse Gay. “Brent would have 
decorated his house in manly burl 
tables and Lay-Z-Boys but he could 
only afford to shop at IKEA.”

i make you a offer you v=can not 
refuse: The mafia is modernizing and 
putting their threats into computer 
script. Z=can refuse.

i’m not an atheist: Great. I’m sure 
Google was interested. I’m not being 
sarcastic. You know they have a data 
base that keeps track of that shit. 

in the film harry potter what is 
a nurdle: Probably something in 
Quidditch. Or maybe nurdles are peas 
that gets stuck in the gap between 
Neville’s teeth.

into the box: ”That’s an interesting 
idea, Ben. But for now let’s put a 
Band-Aid on that bleeding edge 
thinking, hold back on pushing that 
envelope and get your ideas back 
into the box.”

it’s friday friday gettin down 
on friday slasher: Lyrics to Lady 
Gaga’s contribution to the Sleep 
Away Camp: The Next Generation 
sound track album. 

JESUS
baby jesus made of butter: 
Would you be allowed to roll your 
corn on his belly?

enter this pants love jesus: Even 
with all the resources of Wolfram 
& Hart at his disposal, Wesley 
Wyndam-Pryce couldn’t decipher 
this cryptic gibberish.

jesus american flag unicorn:  
I feel like a combination any two of 
these things are fine. But all three 
are simply unwholesome.

jesus equation: Jesus + The 
Internet = 1000s of terabytes of 
insightful comments and respectful, 
well-reasoned arguments preserved 
for generations.

jesus i don’t want to look at 
porn: Then don’t Google “jesus 
american flag unicorn.”

jesusmeat: A band from Portland, 
Oregon, that once opened for 
a band that once opened for 
Pearl Jam in 1990. The lead 
singer claimed to have slept with 
Courtney Love’s roommate’s cousin 
(unconfirmed). 

jesus meet to meat: I don’t have 
a clue what this means.

jesus mullet: Also known by 
hairdressers as The Kenny Loggins.

jesus on a cloud: It’s a shot of 
tequila in a glass of homo milk.

jesus what meat is it: The latest 
translations of the New Testament 
reveal a secret the Vatican has been 
covering up for years. At the Last 
Supper Jesus did not—as has been 
believed for millennia—pass bread 
to his disciples and ask them to eat 
of his body, it was Hormel’s Spam. 
Some scholars believe this gave 
Judas indigestion and the resultant 
“bitchy mood” which lead to his 
ultimate betrayal of Kenny Loggins.

muay thai jesus: Don’t worry. 
After he kills you in the ring, he’ll 
resurrect you. Piece of cake. Plus, 
as an added bonus, when your 
coach hands you the water bottle, 
it’s been turned into wine! 
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HOW TO...
how to be a fighter: It’s like being a non-combatant, 
but with more combatanting.

how to make porn: First, I’ll cover the basics. 
Sometimes when two people are really, really good 
friends, they like to kiss naked…

how to make urine battery: Apparently this is an 
ACTUAL THING. Personally, I look forward to the day 
when our homes are powered by our own wee-wee.

how to propose to a comic book nerd: “The world 
faces a new evil and we must join to fight it. Will you 
join me or will you remain a lazy coward hiding from 
the world in your mother’s basement?… Oh, I’m sorry, 
your Fortress of Solitude…  Dammit, Jason, I know 
your parents weren’t killed by criminals… Your mom 
does your laundry. Besides Batman doesn’t live in the 
Fortress of Solitude, that’s Superman. Even I know 
that… Oh right, I forgot. He does in that fan movie 
you’re never going to make… No, honey, I do believe in 
you that’s why I want you to move in with… Fine, when 
you decide you want to grow up, I’ll be waiting in the 
real world.”

how to tie a tie step by step in words: Diagrams 
need not apply.

how to draw fucking cool things: This is the 
updated 2012 edition of How To Draw Comics The 
Marvel Way. It has a chapter just on drawing a kitten 
driving a giant robotic unicorn trampling Edward and 
Bella.

how to draw a tie: Out of all the “how to draw” 
searches we get a every month (usually fandom 
characters), this is the one that made me say, “For fuck 
sakes, it’s just a tie! Just draw the damn thing!”

how to draw a tie fighters:  
You will need:  
Paper; pencil; coffee cup.  
Step 1: Draw an eyeball.  
Step Two: Stick open umbrellas on either side of that 
eyeball. 

Note: This search CAUSED MY BRAIN TO IMPLODE. 
It took me since 1977 to figure out they’re called TIE 
Fighters because they look like fucking bow ties. Fuck 
you George Lucas and your fucking bullshit.

how to draw human faces step by step:  
You will need: Paper; pencil; coffee cup. 
Step 1. Trace a circle using the coffee cup as a guide. 
Step 2. Add a curved line in the lower middle of the circle. 
Step 3. Draw two dots above the line. 
Step 4. (Optional) Add a some lines on the top of the circle 
for hair.

how to draw voldemort:  
You will need: Paper; pencil 
Step 1. Draw the English Patient when he’s all burned in 
the hospital. 
Step 2. Erase his nose.
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james rock band pics:  
She said, “We played Rock Band at 
James’. It was, like, totally awesome.” 

He said, “Are there pics?” 

She said, “Yeah, someone posted 
them. Look it up on the Google.” 

He said, “I typed in rock band pics 
but all I got was a bunch of cats 
playing Guitar Hero.”  

She said, “Don’t be an idiot. Type 
james rock band pics. Don’t you even 
know how to use the Internet?”

jan luk picard: In one of the mirror 
universes, Jean Luc is Dutch. But 
speaks with a Spanish accent.

jian ghomeshi douche: Canadian 
celebrities, especially CBC radio 
personalities, have a hard time finding 
products to brand with their name. 
Like the Fru-Vest, I understand the 
Jian Ghomeshi Fru-Douche® is quite 
popular with older women. 

“joey jeremiah” degrassi “tight 
jeans”: Switch in “Jian Ghomeshi” 
Moxy Fruvous “Stupid vest” and you 
get the same image results coming 
back. Plus you don’t have to look at 
Pat Mastroianni’s jailbait butt.

keanu reeves lonely: You don’t 
know lonely until you know Keanu 
Reeves lonely.

keanu reeves personal life 2011: 
For some reason I keep thinking 
Keanu is dead. Maybe that’s just his 
career.

the kid hacker: He’s like the Horse 
Whisperer except he life-hacks your 
kids so they don’t suck.

knife: I wonder about these people. 
How many pages of results did they 
have to skip through to find our site 
after searching for the single word 
“knife”. It must have been dozens, if 

how to draw a penis: 
Method  a)
Step 1. Find your 
previously prepared 
drawing of Voldemort. 
Step 2. Erase one of the 
eyes and the mouth.

Method  b)
What you’ll need:  
A penci; a photograph of 
Toronto Mayor Rob Ford;  
tracing paper…

how to draw hand cock: 
Using what you learned from the 
previous lesson, draw a penis. Add 
some red shading and Voila! A penis with “hand cock” friction burn.

how to draw dragon cock: I’m pretty sure this person could have 
Googled “how to draw an iguana” and followed those instructions. And 
made the mouth breathing fire. But left out the legs. A dragon cock with 
arms would just be needlessly horrifying.

how to dra fox mulder step by step 3: If you’re serious about draing 
Fox Mulder, you really need to start at step one. The first two steps in the 
dra process might not seem as exciting as that culminative step 3, but 
they are the foundations for a successful dra.

how to draw chucky the killer doll:  
You will need:  
Tracing paper; pencils. 
Step 1. Find a photograph of “comedian” Louis Anderson. Trace it but 
make the eyebrows angled angrily in towards the center. 
Step 2. Erase the cheeseburger in his hand and add a butcher knife. 
Step 3. Add blood to taste.

how to draw street fighter no color:  
Step 1. Following the instructions from a previous tutorial, draw a Street 
Fighter character.  
Step 2. DO NOT apply colour to your drawing.

how to draw a cougar: 
You will need:  A penci; tracing paper; a picture of Cameron Diaz. 
Step 1.  Trace Cameron Diaz.

how to draw tentacle anime: WHY DO PEOPLE LIKE TENTACLE PORN?

i want to know how to draw nerds!!!!!!!!: I’m sure you do!!!!!!!!!!!!
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not dozens of hundreds of dozens. 
Also, they Googled “knife”.

knife crime advertising poster: 
“THE BLEEDING EDGE OF CRIME! 
Anyone can do it, even Grandma! Ask 
your doctor if Knife Crime is right for 
you.”

lack of sexuality: This is the only 
search you can enter into Google that 
brings up zero content. 

ladies structure sex images: 
“Ladies structure” is the best 
euphemism for vagina I’ve ever heard.

leather thong for hair jedi: 
“Limited time offer! The HAIR JEDI! 
With this real faux-leather hair-
thong you can create ANY hairstyle 
in seconds. Order now! NOT 
AVAILABLE IN STORES*
* Except As Seen on TV; Showcase; Wal-Mart and 

Dollarama.”

legolas and lucius baby: I have no 
words for this at this time.

less asian porn: It’s getting to the 
point where it’s a good idea to qualify 
every Internet search with this.  
Ex: “Curry” + “recipe” -“asian porn” 

lestat and bella swan: After the 
years of ribbing Lestat Swan and his 
wife endured at the hands of their 
society friends over the Interview 
With The Vampire craze in the 1990s, 
they thought they were in the clear. 
Then at a dinner party in 2005 at the 
Benson-Schmitt’s house, the Swans 
were handed a book called Twilight.

look behind the curtain: This was 
a short-lived trend in “Think Outside 
The Box” type presentations given at 
professional development seminars. 
The philosophy inadvertently 
taught people how to call bullshit 
on professional development 
presentations such as “Look Behind 
The Curtain.”

For a while, Kate Beckinsale and 
her bum were the most popular 
things on the Internet. Don’t 
believe us? Here’s the proof.

kate beckinsale is insane in 
underworld awakening: This puts 
a much more interesting spin on 
the film. It’s all a hallucination she’s 
experiencing while in stasis. It’s 
like the “Indiana Jones died in the 
refrigerator at the beginning of Crystal 
Skull” interpretation.

“kate beckinsale” selene butt: 
“Celine Butt” is the character played 
by Kate Beckinsale in the upcoming 
rom-com, Frozen Assets, where she 
stars as the owner of a small town ice 
cream parlour in danger of closing 
down when a Yogurty’s opens across 
the street. Ryan Reynolds co-stars as 
the manager of the Yogurty’s. 

kate beckinsale ass 2012: 
Romney? Pffft. This is the candidate 
Obama’s losing sleep over.

lifesize cardboard cutouts of 
kate beckinsale in underworld: 
Because a custom-made Selene 
Realdoll is out of most fanboys’  
price-range.

kate beckinsale vinyl ass:  
They couldn’t figure out how to get 
Selene’s pants any tighter so they 
actually replaced Kate’s posterior with 
a black vinyl prosthetic. Apparently 
she doesn’t like it because it squeaks 
on the toilet seat.

KATE  
BECKINSALE’S
 ASS

underworld awakening profits 
17.02.2012: I have no idea what 
Underworld: Awakening actually 
grossed at the box office, but I think 
it’s safe to assume (from even a quick 
analysis of these search strings) that 
someone selling pictures of Kate’s 
butt could stand to make something 
in the ballpark of $17,022,012 a week.

underworld awakening fanart: I’m 
guessing it’s 150% butts.

epic battle between alice from 
resident evil and selene from 
underworld: Do they have cosplay 
gladiatorial contests at Comic Con? It 
seems like they should.

catsuit sci fi: At the most recent 
meeting of the Association of Science 
Fiction and Fantasy Screenwriters 
of America, the motion was passed 
to officially change the name of 
the genre from Sci-Fi (or SF) to 
THCCKA—Totally Hot Chicks in 
Catsuits Kicking Ass.
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BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE!

•	 underworld awakening kate 
beckinsale ass pictures

•	 underworld selene ass
•	 kate beckinsale underworld butt 

-kick -kicking -kicks
•	 kate beckinsale underworld 
•	 underworld girl ass 
•	 underwirld girl ass 
•	 awakening ass
•	 kate beckinsale underworld 4 butt 

ass 
•	 kathryn beckinsale ass 
•	 underwold dat ass 
•	 underworld selene butt in tights
•	 vampire kate beckinsale in lack 

leder 
•	 underworld hot butt 
•	 kate beckinsale ass pant 

underworld 
•	 best selene underworld ass shots  
•	 best pictures of underworlds ass  
•	 underworld kate ass 
•	 underworld pic ass 
•	 underworld asspics 
•	 kate beckinsale underworld hot 
•	 underworld awakening pictures 

naked 
•	 nudes of kate beckinsale
•	 nudes kate beckinsale 
•	 selene underworld naked 

wallpaper 
•	 kate beckinsale. nude in 

underworld uniform
•	 kate beckinsale nude scene in 

underworld awakening
•	 underworld awakening selene 

nude
•	 does kate beckinsale get naked in 

underworld awakening
•	 fake nude fuck kate beckinsale
•	 kate beckinsale fucked by plants 

fake
•	 kate beckinsale sex fanfiction
•	 kate beckinsale porn
•	 selene underworld porn pitchers
•	 underworld awakening porn 
•	 the ass from underworld porn

lord of the rings old draws:  
A highly under used term in university 
Art History classes is “old draws” to 
refer to classic works of art.

lost cat no teeth: I couldn’t locate 
their cat, but I did find this ad for a 
lost poodle.

LOST POODLE MALE 

Locale: E Catclaw St. Markings — 
Reddish-brown curly hair, no teeth, 
tongue hangs out, almost blind

Additional: Got out of the house and 
through the gate yesterday during 
storm. Wandering I’m sure. We love 
him and need him back.

Frankly, I’m kind of wondering if one 
of the members of this household put 
this guy out of his misery but couldn’t 
bring themselves to let the person 
who posted this ad know. 

Mostly, I would very much like to live 
on a street called Catclaw.

lotr femslash: The pool of “fems” in 
LOTR is actually pretty shallow. That 
Rosie Cotton must really get around.

the many faces of freddy krueger: 
This was the title of his Time 
Magazine “Man of the Year” article.

mario gay baby: Mario and Luigi 
both look pretty darn gay but I doubt 
even at the height of Nintendo’s 
bizarro mushroom-trip period they’d 
have gone the incest route and 
had the brothers produce a gayby. 
Actually, maybe Toad is their inbred, 
mutant love-child. That would 
explain quite a lot, ackshually.

marty mcfly fucks his mom porn: 
This is “ew” enough. But if you 
imagine 50 year old, Parkinson’s-
afflicted Michael J. Fox going back 
in time to have sex with his teenage 
mom, it’s “ew” on a whole new level.  
I outright refuse to imagine it though.

methods to eliminate 
cocoroaches: I still say the best way 
to eliminate a box of Kellog’s Coco-
Roaches is to eat the whole box in 
one sitting. Fucking delicious.

misguided perseverance: It’s 
somewhat fitting this search takes 
people to the blog of our podcast.

miss world cameltoe: The 2012 
MWC competition has been mired in 
allegations of performance enhancing 
drug use.

never been kissed by john de 
lancie: Count. Yourself. Lucky.

“no, it’s” “is it” meme internet: 
It’s not.

non-lesbian succomb to lesbian 
advances: Those hetero bitches 
can’t resist getting their knots 
combed out by my big ol’ dyke brush. 

nothing says i love you more than 
fisting: Except someone holding 
your hair while you’re barfing. And 
fisting you at the same time. 

old dandy: Ian McKellen’s nick 
name. For his penis.
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NERDS & NURDLES
Shockingly, we end up with a lot of 
searches for “nerd” and its various 
variants.

bad nerd: I’m not sure how it’s 
possible to be bad at being a nerd. 
A certain level of incompetence 
is integral to being a nerd. Ergo 
being incompetent at being a nerd 
would only make you more nerdy. 
#mindblown

cake ideas with nerds candy: 
Are all really bad ideas. Just don’t. 
Though I think replacing baking 
powder with Pop-Rocks is genius.

dad is a nerd: Jessie typed into 
Google, her only way of expressing 
her frustration to the universe.

the effects of nerds in 
workplace: Files are recovered, 
computers are rebooted, projects 
are saved, IT solutions are provided, 
company morale is boosted via 
jokes made at their expense about 
World of Warcraft and Star Trek.

geeks are truly nerds: In related 
news, cats are truly felines.

ginger weirdo nerds: Steampunk 
nerds might be pretty hardcore, but 
fans of ginger weirdos are positively 
rabid.

grunch nerd: ”Grunch” is perhaps 
the ickiest feeling word I’ve 
encountered since “felch.” Roll it 
around on your tongue for a while. 
It makes me think of walking around 
with granola in your underwear as a 
folk remedy to cure genital blisters. 
Well, someone had to be a nerd for 
something...

how to dress like a hot nerd for 
men: Step one: Don’t dress like a 
nerd.

i call them nerds because: they’re 
nerds.

i m nerdy and i know: Nothing 
about grammar and punctuation.

the internet and fan nerds: 
If people who are nerds about 
ventilation systems are going to 
anywhere, it’s on the Internet. And 
they’ll be there with computers that 
run completely silent.

in the beginning was the nerd: 
And on the 6th day of the 8th month 
of the 1991st year, he created The 
Internets.

jakob is a nerd.com: I believe 
the URL you’re looking for is 
nerdhurdles.com.

library book geek nerd sex: I think 
a book on plant reproduction would 
be the nerdiest sex book in the library. 
Or the sexiest nerd book.

like nerd: Like Son, starring Chevy 
Chase and Seth Rogan as an 
estranged father/son duo of computer 
technicians forced to work together 
during an on-site service call. Hilarity 
ensues.

lying pizza nerd: “Lying Pizza” is 
something young wizards eat so 
they can make up convincing lies so 
that McGonagall will let them out of 
class. But only nerds like Hermione 
know how to make it. Harry found 
the recipe scribbled in the dust jacket 
of the Half-Blood Prince’s text book. 
True story.

modifications for nerds: “I installed 
a new 900MHz awkwardness 
suppressor and I don’t sweat in the 
elevator anymore.”

naked nerdy “whores”: Not actual 

whores, just air-quote whores. But 
still naked and nerdy.

nerd 1980 jogging shorts: Nerd 
jogging shorts hadn’t been refined yet 
in 1979 and by 1981 they were totally 
played out.

nerd catch phrases: If you want 
to catch a nerd, a few phrases you 
might use are:
•	 I have a T1 internet connection, 

a case of Doritos and mini-fridge 
full of Mountain Dew.

•	 I can get you in as a beta tester 
on the Dr. Who MMORPG.

•	 R2-D2 is so in The Matrix. For 
like one second. Come on up 
and I’ll show you.

•	 I have a signed Weird Al doll... 
still in the box.

•	 Wanna see the deleted Lando/
Leia date rape scene? No, it’s 
totally real. Truth, bro. A Bothan 
snuck it out of Skywalker Ranch 
on a USB key. 

nerdare: “I nerdare you to watch 
Twilight with your little sister.”

“Aw, no problem. Easy.”

“And her twihard friends.”

“Uh, yeah, I can do it.”

“And their twihard moms.”

“Er… sure, yeah. No, uh, problem.”

“You don’t sound so sure. Worried 
you can’t do it.”

“Well…”

“Aw, c’mon. You just have to 
twiharder.”

nerd games are boring: “I feel like 
things are moving too fast in this 
game. And it’s all just too intuitive. Do 
you know what I think would make 
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this more fun? More fucking rules. 
And more math.” 

nerd ladies man: This is a cruel 
hoax perpetrated by the media to give 
nerds false hopes. It’s an impossible 
dichotomy. Once you become a bona 
fide ladies man, you are by definition 
no longer, or never truly were, a nerd.

nerds meme people who think 
they are actual: but really they don’t 
exist?

nerds nods and bods: I don’t even 
want to hazard a guess. 

nerd outfits for women: You can 
buy them at a store in the mall called 
Mary-Suit.

nerd scum: A colloquial term for the 
residue build up found on track-pads 
and mice. It commonly consists of 
skin cells, hair, sebaceous fluid and 
Dorito’s seasoning.

nerd powered batteries: If gaming 
consoles could be powered by nerds 
themselves, the inevitable energy 
crisis would be delayed by at least 
five years.

nerds rules hermione: The only 
rules Hermione plays by.

nerds vs strippers: Who ever wins, 
self-esteem loses.

nerd tub: I keep picturing an obese 
gamer squeezed into a giant Barrel 
of Monkeys tub with the aid of movie 
theatre Golden Flavour Topping for 
lube.

nerd wig: It’s a member of the insect 
order Dermaptera. Unlike its cousin, 
the earwig, the nerdwig lives inside 
large electronic devices such as 
desktop computers, BluRay players 
and gaming consoles and feeds on 
solder. Nerdwigs have characteristic 
cerci, a pair of forceps pincers on 
their abdomen, membranous wings 
folded underneath short forewings 
and wear tiny pairs of wire-rim 
glasses. Some varieties have evolved 
Darth Maul T-shirts.

nurdle my grits: I can’t imagine 
having your grits nurdled could be 
pleasant in any way, shape or form.

nurdle pears: Do not sound 
appetizing.

nurdling fetish: Apparently, this 
means “to taste your own sperm”. I 
guess this changes the focus of the 
podcast.

        But not these glasses....                     These glasses

nurds with big cocks: All nerds 
have big cocks. That’s why jocks 
beat them up. Penis envy.

sweaty larp nerds: There are other 
kinds? No, seriously. 

ugly asian nerdy man fat: “What’s 
the name of that guy who just died?”

“Who?”

“That’s what I’m asking.”

“I mean what guy who just died?”

“The fat ugly Asian nerdy man.”

“Kim Jong-il?”

“No, it wasn’t a chick. It was a dude. 
He was, like, a dictator.”

“You’re a dick-taker.”

ugly girl nerds: Remember in 
the ’80s when if a girl had glasses 
apparently that meant she was ugly? 
It was easy to make a Cinderella/
ugly duckling movie back then 
because the girl just needed to 
take her glasses off to suddenly be 
pretty and get the hunk. Yeah, that’s 
another thing hipsters have ruined. 

what makes a nerd: It’s probably 
just the glasses. 
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peanuts dysfunctional family:  
I’ve always felt the Van Pelts were the 
most dysfunctional family in Peanuts. 
Lucy and Linus behave a bit like 
children who’ve been physically or 
sexually abused, each processing it 
in different ways—Lucy is antisocial 
and abusive; Linus withdraws and 
funnels his angst into his blanket. It’s 
not blatant, but it’s something floating, 
ominously, just below the surface. The 
fact we never see any of the parents 
has always given me the feeling the 
whole neighbourhood is populated by 
raging alcoholics who spend all day 
and night at the bar.

Also Snoopy’s family is pretty dark. 
He came from a puppy mill called 
the Daisy Hill Puppy Farm. This is 
bad enough but it’s also an obvious 
metaphor for an orphanage; one 
where abuse is rampant. This explains 
why Snoopy refuses to bond with 
Charlie Brown (he only ever refers 
to Chuck as “That round headed 
kid”) and is in a perpetual state of 
escapist role-playing that verges on 
a dissociative psychosis (Red Baron, 
Joe Cool, etc). 

As well, his destitute and emaciated 
brother, Spike, who lives in a town 
called Needles, is clearly an allegory 
for a heroin addict.

penis-cook-crusher: One too many 
hyphens for this to make sense. A 
penis that crushes cooks or a crusher 
of penis chefs? Or even a kitchen 
appliance that crushes penises for 
cooks who specialize in penis dishes? 

people who are sick in the 
california government: I wonder if 
this person was disappointed when 
they didn’t get an annotated list of 
names. The Internet seems so much 
more useful on CSI.

people who have never been in 
a relationship: Why were people 
directed to our blog when they 
searched for this? Just because we 
have the word “nerd” our title? 

That’s cold, Google. That’s cold. 

perseus and meat: There is no 
reasonable explanation for this.

phylogenetic comic: In order to 
stick out from the pack, stand-up 
comics have to find their unique niche. 
As yet, the phylogenetic well is almost 
untapped. There’s gotta be a million 
“Ankylosaur walks into a bar” jokes 
we’re just dying to hear (and didn’t 
even know it).

pictures of girls butt in mould 
leather: Mould leather is a bit of a 
misnomer. This über-chic textile is 
actually made from lichen, which is a 
fungus and not a mould at all.

pictures of science quizzes: I get 
the feeling some kid spent more hours 
doing image searches hoping to find 
their upcoming science quiz with the 
answers filled in than they ever would 
have studying.

pizza on people’s faces:  
I’m guessing this is like a “pearl 
necklace” but with bloody pus from an 
infected penis instead of semen.

ponography+word+gaints: 
“Ponography” refers, as if you didn’t 
know, to Vulcan Pon Farr slash fiction. 
Often there is reference to the “gaint” 
which is the taint of a Vulcan.

porngiles: Anthony Head is actually a 
pretty great porn star name.

poster never playing and drinking 
in the:  In the what? In the middle 
of the expressway? Maybe that’s 
where they were typing this search 
when they were interrupted by an 
18-wheeler.

poutine fetish: I’m not sure it’s a 
fetish so much as a way of life.

pre owned hot tub sign:  
“Eh, you got any used hot tub signs?”

“Yeah, we have some pre-owned tubs 
right over here, sir” 

“What? You deaf? I don’t want the 
tub, just want the sign.”

pretty bathtubs: Before the year 
is out, I predict Pitchfork (or Weird 
Canada) will be upping an electro 
noise-pop band by this name.

problems going away: When your 
life is falling apart and you don’t know 
how to stop the avalanche, as a last 
resort hit the Internet for a solution 
where you don’t have to do anything.

prono faild gifs: i hayt gugal. 
stoopid. nevr fine wut i wont awn it. 

red shirt muay thai fighter: Maybe 
if Starfleet actually trained their away 
teams how to defend themselves a 
few more red shirts would have made 
it back to the ship.

rabbid zombies: Clearly a typo. I like 
to think they were going for “rabbit 
zombies.”

rachel friends can i still 29 e keep 
with him: Wut?

robin williams on degrassi: 
Bwwwhat? That’d be rad, but I think 
someone has Williams and Kevin 
Smith mixed up. Which is kind of 
fucked if you think about it.

“Who was it that was on Degrassi that 
one time. Famous American actor. 
Funny guy.”

“Robin Williams?”

“Yeahyeahyeah, that’s him!”

Though, like Smith, Williams would 
probably make a good podcaster. 
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QUESTIONS & QUERIES
are birkinstocks for nerds: Only if the nerds are 
lesbians.

is bella swan autistic: This is an intriguing explanation 
of many things in Twilight. For instance, perhaps this 
is why Edward can’t read her thoughts. But I think it’s 
more likely that, given her delight in things that sparkle, 
she is actually a magpie.

is debate team nerdy?: Yes. It’s not up for debate. 

is stamp collecting considered a nerdy hobby:  
Did this Googler really expect a different answer than an 
unequivocal YES? 

is stephen harper sexiest: No, actually he’s the 
second least sexy Canadian man. Right after Chad 
Kroeger.

is twin peaks charter filled with nerds: Do you 
mean the bus charter that takes you on the tour of Twin 
Peaks locations? I would imagine the answer is also an 
unequivocal YES. 

what are grits punishment: Grits are their own 
punishment.

what can happen if you dont wear a lab coat: 

1. You won’t get mocked on the subway; 
2. You won’t get slammed for wearing white after 

Labour Day; 
3. You might get spagetti sauce on your new shirt; 
4. Or severe chemical burns; and
5. You won’t blend in with the other snow ninjas riding 

polar bears.

what colour is lou’s hair when she returns:   
Who’s Lou? Where did she return from? 17 PAGES of 
Google results later, I still don’t have the answer. Just a 
new obsession that I’ll never be rid of.

what does friction burn on penis look like: Painful.

what do mathematicians have on their desk: 
Magic Eight Ball.  
Q: What is the square root of pi?  
A: Outlook not so good.

what do mathematicians wear: Birkenstocks.

what is a nurdle? + clothes: Contrary to popular 
belief, a “nurdle” is not a “nerd hurdle.” According 

to the Internet, it is a plastic pellet typically found 
outside of the typical plastics manufacturing stream. 
That definition could do with another use of the word 
“typical” but you get the picture. Though why this 
search was coupled with “clothes” baffles me. Must be 
a new hipster fashion. 

“New at American Apparel: The Nurdle Pant.”

“what is” hobby whore: I simply love the placement 
of the quotes. “What the” actual fuck? 

what is the universal language to check out a 
butt: Some things are lost in translation. 

what kind of sims 3 should I make?: Make someone 
you hate and then lock them in a closet until they starve 
to death, whimpering in a pool of their own urine. It’s 
not as cathartic as you’d expect, but more legal than 
actually doing it.

whats right and wrong: We’re not qualified to answer 
this question with any kind of absolute, moral certainty. 
And I’m pretty sure the Internet as a whole isn’t either.

what’s wrong with small people: Tiny hands. Smell 
like cabbage. No, wait a minute... That’s carnies.

what to say to nerds: That is a good question. I never 
know. They’re so apt to fly off the handle at anything 
little thing. Like, “Chris Nolan is a no-talent hack” or 
“Janeway is better then Picard.” 

what wow make with people: What made sentence 
of huh?

which girl would you choose: Out of the 3.5 billion in 
the world? And what am I choosing her for. A mate? A 
bridge partner? A source of protein?

who is a bigger dick than john de lancie at 
conventions?: That girl who keeps asking him who he 
“would rather sleep with, Geordie or Riker?”

why are sex shops so expensive?: Do you really 
want to stick something up inside you that you bought 
at Dollarama?

why blog your grief: Because the people behind 
Livejournal have kids they need to send to college. 
Don’t make their kids pay just because you don’t want 
to add to the cacophony of whinge that is the Internet.

why do mathematicians wear birkenstocks: 
Because Crocs are tacky.
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star trek floating heads 
episode: You might need to be 
more specific.

startrek twighlight data: Data’s 
skin does kind of sparkle in the 
sunlight. 

star wars geordi la forge: I 
really don’t know why, but I simply 
love the idea of Geordi and Data 
being engineers on the Death Star. 
Someone please make that fan film 
a reality. 

where no one has gone before 
episode: ”You know that episode 
of Star Trek when they explore 
strange new worlds and seek out 
new life and new civilizations? That 
one where they go, like, where no 
one has gone before? I’m trying to 
find it on Hulu. What’s it called?”

SUCCUMB TO PORN
be a nerd and do not 
succumb to porn: I don’t 
understand. How can you be a 
nerd and not succumb to porn? 
The whole marketing strategy of 
most contemporary comic books 
and sci-fi is pretty much softcore 
porn wrapped up in vinyl catsuits 
(e.g. Seven of Nine, Underworld, 
Resident Evil, Cat Woman). 

why do i sucumb to porn: 
Because you are dirty and weak. 
And you read comic books.

keep succumbing to porn:  
If you did it once, you’re already 
damned. You might as well keep 
going. You can’t get any more 
damned. Might as well make 
it underage tentacle rape porn 
while you’re at it. 

scannable barcodes: Isn’t the 
word “scannable” redundant here? 
Unless this is also a band Pitchfork 
is pushing.

scientific pick up lines with 
explanation: If you need the 
explanation, you probably shouldn’t 
be using these lines.

sculders catchphrase: I don’t want 
to believe the truth is not out there.

september 11th propaganda: 
We get this one a lot and it’s not 
interesting in and of itself. But it 
reminds me of this time when a lady 
saw the Nerd On Board sticker on 
Mandi’s car and asked, “Do they 
make a Geek on Board sticker?” 
When I said there “could be” one 
but wasn’t at the moment, she lost 
interest. Then she said, “Didn’t I see 
you at the 9/11 meeting?” I said I was 
not there and then she told me to 
enjoy my hair while I still had it.

STAR TREK
dr crusher milk: Is the cure for 
space cancer? No, that’s foetal 
Cylon blood. Bev’s secretions 
probably just make great lattes.

hijinks ensue star trek comic: 
In between TOS and TNG, Archie 
and Jughead took over the U.S.S. 
Enterprise. (You might know it as 
J.J. Abrams’ 2009 film, Star Trek.)

nerds twins start trek harry 
potter: A crossover slash featuring 
Fred and George Weasley and 
Wesley Crusher in a transporter 
accident resulting in the three-
headed Wesley Weasley (squee!)

series star trek: voyager, which 
… the crew try to flush out the 
traitor on board who has been 
talking to the … janeway and 
chakotay must be quarantined 
on a …: “So I clearly know the 
whole damn synopsis of the 
episode but I’m still going to Google 
it anyway.”

seven of nine cameltoe: Also 
weird camel-ribs. What’s up with 
those?

star trek ass shots: But why? 
Those uniforms make everyone’s 
ass look like the worst thing ever.

star trek body panted porn: If the 
characters are wearing body pants, 
they’re doing porn wrong. In related 
news, it really bothered me when a 
while back American Apparel called 
spandex tights “The Disco Pant” in 
their ads. Now I’m dreading their 
impending “Body Pant” trend.

star trek demotivational slash: 
I don’t know about you, but all 
Star Trek slash makes me feel 
demotivated.
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SEXY RAPE
www.sexy.rape in arab.com: 
Anyone who’s interested in “sexy 
rape” websites knows it’s best in 
the original Arabic. 

anime rape no email: Yeah, that 
anime rape that involves email is 
just off-putting. Not very very very 
sexy at all. 

funny cartoon stalker rapist 
letters to leave on a desk: O_o 
… To paraphrase Inigo Montoya, 
“You keep using the word funny. 
I do not think it means what you 
think it means.”

pretty anime girl get tentacle 
raped: Aside from the inherent 
unsexiness of tentacle porn, has 
there been a single girl drawn in 
anime that wasn’t pretty? 

rape sexy movie for adults: 
“Sure, they’re classics but those 
Disney rape sexy movies are 
watered-down versions for the 
kiddies. No tentacle, nuthin’.” 

sexy anime tentacal rape:  
I know I sure am tired of all that 
unsexy anime tenacle rape. Oh, 
wait a minute, it’s all unsexy. 
Though perhaps bringing 
“tentacals” into the picture turns  
up the heat. Whatever those are.

a very and very sexy rape: Not 
just simply very sexy rape. What 
these people don’t get is rape is 
never sexy, much less “very” sexy 
and much, much less “very and 
very” sexy. Which must be why 
they keep bolstering their searches 
with more and more veries. 

very very very sexy rape:  
You can add as many veries as you 
want, buddy. Rape still ain’t sexy. 

sexy rapes 2011: There’s annual 
rape awards? Seriously?

sexy nerd raped: Anyone else 
starting to feel gingy?

strangle rape: These searches 
just keep getting more and more 
disturbing.

rape art: … o_O …

i kill with a knife:  … O_o ….

raping kittens: “That’s it. I cannot 
work under these conditions. If 
anybody wants me,  
I’ll be downstairs at  
McDougal’s. Call  
the weekend guy,  
I don’t care!”

sex symptom: “Hello, Doctor? I 
think I may be having sex. I checked 
WebMD and I have all of the 
symptoms.”

“You’d better make an appointment. 
If I had a dime for every wrong self-
diagnosis one of you hypochondriacs 
made on WebMD, I’d be a damn 
millionaire.”

“So you think I’m alright?”

“Well. I think you’re probably not 
having sex.”

sex toys made from legos: You’d 
better have one helluva calloused 
vagina.

sexual vomit: The tell-all, 
unauthorized biography of Slick 
Rick, the ‘80s rapper famous for his 
explicitly sexual and misogynistic 
lyrics. Incidentally, it’s also the title of 
his authorized biography which, after 
a protracted court battle between 
publishers, caused both books to be 
pulled from bookstore shelves.

sims 3 penis and sims girl 
pooping: Somebody is hard up for 
porn. And apparently doesn’t have 
Sims 3 themselves.

slogans for knife crimes: “It’s not 
as fun with a gun” and “Sharpen 
Twice for the Nicer Slice!”

small in height: “Ah man. I can’t 
think of the word I need. It’s on the tip 
of my tongue.”

“Yeah, I hate that. What does it 
mean?”

“Like small in height.”

“Uh… you mean, like, short?”

“Hmmm, maybe. Doesn’t sound right. 
Untall? Is that a word?”

“I don’t think so. Why don’t you want 
to use short?”

“No no no. It’s on the tip of my 
tongue. It means lower than average 
height.”

“And you’re seriously not thinking of 
short?”

“Oh! I got it. Short. Thanks. I guess I 
just needed to talk it out, y’know?”

“ … ”

smooth pencil like succulent: 
Liam was upset Kaysee had 
described his penis this way on her 
Livejournal until he realized a girl was 
blogging about his penis.

sneak a leak device: Apparently 
this is a thing used at Aussie football 
games for spectators to make a sort 
of catheter out of a garden hose 
that snakes down their pant legs so 
they can relieve themselves without 
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the structure of free: This is the 
title of a new pop-economics book 
about loss-leaders and customer 
loyalty rewards programs. After 
Christmas you’ll find it prominently 
displayed on the desks of middle-
management weasels all across North 
America. By summer, in the “free box” 
on the curb outside the homes of the 
same weasels.

sumersault rocket baby mobile: 
You’re just typing random things into 
Google now, aren’t you? 

Or this is a Japanese cartoon I hadn’t 
heard about.

team lestat: Am I the only person 
who’d like to see an Interview With 
The Vampire reboot with Robert 
Pattinson as Lestat and Daniel 
Radcliffe as Louis? 

Oh, I am. I see. Nevermind then.

that’s cheesy meaning: That’s 
Cheesy! was the title of the scrapped 
pilot for a John Ritter sitcom vehicle 
pitched in his dry spell between 
Three’s a Crowd and 8 Simple Rules. 
It featured Ritter playing the role of 
a homophobic, closeted gay pizza 
delivery man living with his straight 
computer genius step-brother in their 
lesbian mothers’ basement. 

Hijinks did not ensue.

the thing with crazy people is 
that the sex is: not worth it.

think crime posters: Part of a 
short-lived campaign by the Ministry 
of Labour. “Out of Work? Think 
crime!”

tim burton love notes: Every movie 
he makes is a love note. To himself.

tim burton thinking: From the 
authors of The Structure of Free, this 
is an innovative new seminar currently 
popular with many top executives. A 

leaving their seats. I don’t know if 
this is a shameful cultural slur on 
Australians or if it’s horrifyingly true. 
Also the fact that I instantly believed 
it without question probably says 
something about me. Or Australians. 

some of harry potter’s books: 
Harry’s personal library seems to be 
exclusively made up of other peoples’ 
diaries. Harry is kind of a creepy 
stalker.

some people band: “So, like, 
I’m looking for this, like, band. And 
there’s, like, some people in it...” 

My typical shift at the record store is 
now a typical day on the internet.

sookie stackhouse barcodes: If 
you send in 3 barcodes from True 
Blood figures to Hasbro do you get a 
free “South Central” Bill Compton?

spoon me sweatpants calgary:  
I don’t understand what this means 
but it sure makes me feel like curling 
into ball and whimpering.

stargate captain carter cameltoe: 
Carter Cameltoe got a lot of ribbing 
about his name at the Academy.

TATTOO
dick eater tattoo: Usually we get 
several searches for “death eater 
tattoo” but this sounds way more 
badass.

garden spider tattoo meaning:  
It means you’re not hardcore enough 
to get a black widow tattoo.

part penis tattoo: “So, you want 
me to ink a penis on your arm?”

“Naw, man, I can only afford part of 
a penis.”

“Okay, I’ll sketch something up. What 
part do you want done?”

“The good part.”

pride and prejudice tattoo ideas: 
“Okay gang, let’s get the ideas 
flowing. Just shout out whatever 
comes to mind. It can be an phrase 
from the book or maybe an image 
that really resonates with you. We’re 
just jamming here. There’s no bad 
ideas. We’re just brain storming. 
C’mon, let’s get a typhoon going. 
A brain typhoon. Anything at all. 
A word? An image? Susan? Colin 
Firth’s face? Really? A little obvious 
isn’t it? Maybe we can think outside 
of the box a little… No, I’m not 
shooting down your idea, Susan. 
But when you think of Pride and 
Prejudice, do you really think Colin 
Firth first? Firth first! Say that five 
times fa… Well, okay, I’m sure you 
do [hohoho]. But… Okay, and you 
too Nigel but… Fine, Brenda thinks 
of Colin Firth also. We all think 
he’ssooooo dreamy, sooooo awkward 

few of the modules included in the 
package are “Spooky Trees: The 
Answer to Everything”, “In too Depp: 
Finding Your Go-To Guy”, and   
“Ed Would: Using B-List Thinking  
In An A-List World”.
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and charming. What an English 
gentleman. But it’s my ass that’s 
getting tattooed and I’m not putting 
Colin-fucking-Firth’s smarmy mug on 
it, you utter twats.”

tattoo john de lancie: Before 
Paramount scrapped plans 
for Fantasy Island: The Next 
Generation, John De Lancie was 
rumoured to be cast in the role of 
Tattoo, beating out Gary Coleman 
who was expected to be a shoe-in.

tattoo of the name ‘riker’: 
Wouldn’t it be awful to be named 
Riker and in, say, 1986 you got it 
tattooed on your back in giant gothic 
script? Or maybe that’d be rad.

tattoo of to c-o-c-k fighting: I 
wonder if hyphenating every letter 
in the word “cock” worked for or 
against their ultimate goal of seeing a 
tattoo of duelling penises.

tron legacy why did clu want 
quorra upstairs?: He wanted her to 
byte his bits.

the trouble of the rings legolas: 
“The ring business? Oh that. It wasn’t 
much more than an inconvenience. 
Very little trouble, really. The Hobbits 
seemed to make a big deal about it, 
but, you know, they’re tiny people,” 
said Legolas to an unnamed source.

twilight i have a penis: Good for 
you. We’ll let Twilight know.

twilight meets anne rice: It’s called 
True Blood.

tattoo penis jesus: I picture Penis 
Jesus to be like Buddy Jesus only it’s 
not his thumb that’s sticking up.

traditional chewbacca tattoo: 
Yeah, all those contemporary Día de 
los Muertos Chewbacca skull tats 
are, frankly, jumping the shark a little. 
IMHO.

trip shroom tattoo: Don’t get a 
tattoo while on magic mushrooms.

unicorn penis tattoo:  
I’m disappointed it isn’t a tattoo 
where the man’s actual penis was 
utilized as the horn. 

unicorn tattoo for men: For some 
reason I’m really bothered by the idea 
of a “more masculine” unicorn design 
“suitable for a man.”

where does voldamort have 
tattoo: On his butt. It’s of John De 
Lancie’s face.

LEGO-las

tom hanks a self righteous 
lousy actor: Probably not the 
title of his memoirs. Or maybe it 
could be. I think he still has more 
of a sense of humour than you’d 

When you Googled “sexy star trek 
tattoos” this probably isn’t what you 
wanted to see.

expect after suffering through his 
self-righteous, lousy acting in his self-
righteous, lousy movies.
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TURD 

1 meter turd: Horizontal or vertical? Be more specific 
in your searches.

1 nerd 1 turd: “Sorry, that’s the limit. It clearly says so 
on the sign. People waitied in line all night, it wouldn’t 
be fair to let you have them all.”

butter turd: One of the things I find most fascinating 
about the human body is that even if you eat a diet 
consisting entirely of milk, you still can’t use your poo 
for butter.

holy turd: I imagine the market in holy relics is pretty 
tapped out by now. But surely we’re not at the point 
where people are kissing John Paul II’s dried-out bowel 
movements yet. Are we?

hot turd: Sounds like a hipster band.

how hot is a turd when it comes out?: I’d make fun 
of this search but now I really want to know too. 

how to make a turd cake: I’m pretty sure George 
Lucas has the recipe. It has a midichlorian base and 
Jar-Jar icing.

i was a real turd in a hot tub…: I don’t doubt it. And 
I’m glad you’re lucky enough to live in an age where 
Google is able to confirm this for you.

jack off on a turd: Thanks to Kevin Smith, we know 
this isn’t the “Dutch Rudder” but I wonder what this sex 
act is called. Frosting The Log?

j-hook turd: The “ringer” is passé. The refined turd 
enthusiast knows the “J-hook” is where true turdistry 
lies.

nerds and turds: A failed attempt by the Willy Wonka 
Candy Company (a division of Nestlé) to break into 
the breakfast cereal market in the 1990s. Critics 
challenged that the cereal was not a “cereal” at all as it 
was comprised entirely of the company’s Nerds candy 
and “turds” which were miniature candy bars similar 
to an Oh Henry. Nestlé countered that the turd bars 
contained rice crisps which are, in fact, a cereal grain. 
The cereal was discontinued after a mere three months 
and intact boxes still fetch premium prices on eBay with 
confection collectors.

nick is a turd: Poor Nick. Now the whole Internet 
knows.

sasquatch turd gang: Though the name is kind of 
comical, I don’t think I’d want to encounter them in a 
dark alley.

tim horton’s line up: I’m only including this totally 
legitimate search because it was aptly followed by the 
search “poo fetish.”

turd cakes: Dating pro-tip – this is probably the worst 
pet name ever.

turd hurdler: The great thing about hurdling turd is you 
don’t have to be very athletic. 

turd lips: No, this is the worst pet name ever.

turd machine: We are all turd machines. Unless we’re 
in a coma. Do we poop when we’re in a coma? I don’t 
know. I’m going to Google that.

turd nerds: Do you think lab technicians who spend 
all day testing stool samples bore their friends with turd 
trivia at parties?

turd texting: Sexting? Pfffft. Turdxting is hottest new 
craze. Though difficult to say.

turd with goggles: I’m not sure if in this case “turd” 
is meant as a noun or a verb. Perhaps if you had 
explosive enough diarrhea you might need to wear 
goggles. As in “to turd” with goggles on. Or if maybe 
this person was looking for a new Pixar character from 
an in-development project. Literally a turd with goggles.

Turdy McLogge. He’s a begoggled poo-pilot who’s 
lost the confidence to shepherd poop through the 
labyrinthine tangles of sewer pipes to the waste-water 
treatment plant. Accompanying him on a quest to find 
the Golden Showers, his friends Shermy Scheiße, Cheri 
La Merde, and Hector Comemierda help him find his 
purpose again.

turd with lips: Are we talking about Mr. Hankey or Mitt 
Romney?

twilight vampire (definition): n. A turd covered in 
glitter.
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ugly scottish women: dot com. 
Surprisingly, that domain name is still 
available. Internet, it’s like I don’t even 
know you anymore.

“unhappy single people”:  
Also known as LARPers.

unknown person: “Do we have a 
lead on the perpetrator?”

“No Sarge, it was persons unknown.”

“Did you try Google?”

“Uh. No...”

“Well, get on it.”

“I’m not sure I understand what you 
mean, Sarge.”

“Type in unknown person.”

“Ha ha ha. I’ll get right on that.”

“You think this is funny? You think this 
is a laughing matter? We’re burning 
daylight here and the Commissioner 
wants answers!”

unicorn pride: I wonder if lions 
would be upset if we started calling a 
herd of unicorns a “pride.” Because 
we really should. I mean, if they 
actually existed.

unicorn with dildo horn:  I just like 
how it rhymes. Sounds like a Marc 
Bolan song.

vagina tentacles anime: Those 
aren’t tentacles, those are pubic 
hairs. Women have them. Though if 
you’ve only ever seen naked women 
in porn, you might not be aware.

vampire bella movie corny scene: 
I have to admit I appreciate how the 
word “Twilight” was omitted from 
this search. “What was it called? You 
know, that Bella movie with like the 
vampires in it?” I also like optimistic 
view that “corny scene” is singular.

vampire cage: “What’s that?”

“Oh, that’s my vampire cage.”

“You’re getting a vampire?”

“Naw, I used to keep vampies but, 
y’know, you forget to feed them and 
they get out and piss everywhere. An’ 
you always gotta check ‘em for fleas. 
It’s a pain in the ass.”

“But it’s cool.”

“Aw, yeah, it can be pretty rad. But, 
y’know, I’m at this place right now 
where I gotta focus on me. I don’t 
have time to take care of another 
living thing.”

“An undead thing.”

“Yeah, whatever. I mean, I feel bad for 
‘em too. Like, you can’t take ‘em for 
walks in the sun and I’m never around 
at night. So… y’know how it is? ”

“What happened to them?”

VOLDEMORT
how to piss of voldemort: This is missing the words “steal the” in front of 
“piss of Voldemort”. In which case the answer is “carefully.” Or “of” should 
be “off” in which case the answer is “read him Drarry porn.”

lord voldemort dick: Ron was upset Hermione had described his penis 
this way on her Beedleblog until he realized a girl was blogging about his 
penis.

tom movolo riddle: i am lord voldemort: Tom Riddle’s name is a riddle. 
Isn’t that clever? Anyway, whoever Googled this clearly knew the answer 
already. 

voldemort dance in the dark:  He Who Shall Not Be Named had just 
gotten up in the morning, with nothing to say. He went to bed in the 
evening, feeling the same way. He was nothing but tired. Tired and bored 
with himself. Hey there, baby, he could have used a little help. Because you 
can’t start a fire, can’t start a fire without a spark. But he was a gun for hire, 
even if he was just dancing in the dark.

voldemort the flaw in the palm: Where things started to go wrong was 
when her made that one horcruxe out of a coconut.

“Oh, I gave them away on Craigslist. 
Some old lady wanted company. I 
think they’re probably way happier.”

“Aw, that’s sweet.”

videogames over people: “The 
more people I meet, the more I like 
my Sims.”

wasted: Is there some kind of 
Google roulette people where you 
just Google a word that’s completely 
random and nonspecific to anything? 
And if you that bored, why not try 
listening to our podcast instead?

wee from the internetz: Online 
shopping, streaming video, social 
networking and now… Urine! Right 
on your home computer!

weird anatomy: All anatony is pretty 
freaking weird if you think about it. 
I mean really think about it. Which I 
suggest you don’t if you ever want to 
have sex again.
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WIL WHEATON / 
WESLEY CRUSHER
It shouldn’t be a surprise that the 
crown prince of the Internet, Wil 
Wheaton, would show up a few 
times. 

100 ways to kill wesley crusher: 
I’m willing to bet 99 of them involve 
making him sit through a two-hour 
meeting for projects he’s not even 
directly involved in. Or maybe that’s 
just 99 ways to kill me.

behind the red door wesley 
crusher slash: What secrets hide 
behind the red door? A bunch of red 
shirts, of course. Waiting for Wesley 
to take them on an “away mission” 
wink wink nudge nudge.

has wil wheaton become the king 
of nerds: He’s more an honourary 
ambassador, like Neelix was. Just 
something the producers had the 
Internet tell him so that he’d stop 
pestering them for roles in proper 
films. “Yeah, Wil, the Internet is the 
new Hollywood. For serious. I hear 
The Guild is hiring.”

many emotions of wil wheaton:  
1. Earnestly enthusiastic  
2. Enthusiastically earnest

mastication wil wheaton: I’m 
fairly certain there’s a pretty gross 
Wil Wheaton chewing scene in The 
Guild. But no amount of money could 
compel me to confirm this. 

masturbate on wesley crusher: 
Who? My bet is Data.

star trek wesley crusher dies:  
I found no evidence of this. But I did 
find this disturbing tidbit: “Wesley has 
a birthmark in the buttocks or groin 
area and is allergic to metorapan 
treatments.”

weird asian: I always thought Dr. Ho 
was a bit of an odd dude.

weird terms for the internet:

•	 The other woman
•	 Where nobody knows your name
•	 Procrastinareum
•	 The Toobs
•	 Standard operating procedure
•	 Television
•	 Quasi-effectual interactive 

hyper-community
•	 The Netacular Webiverse
•	 Barry

weird where are you from? i’m 
from the internet.:  
I wonder if “The Internet” shows up 
on Google Maps. What would the 
directions be from, say, The Internet 
to My Fridge. I just checked and 
apparently it would take one day 
and seven hours by foot. That’s 
probably true. 

we started planning christmas 
dinner: “Do you remember what 
we started planning for Christmas 
dinner? Christmas is tomorrow. I think 
we kinda dropped that ball on this.” 

“I don’t remember at all. Maybe 
Google can tell you.” 

“I tried that. It didn’t know.” 

“Well, fuck it. Let’s just order in Swiss 
Chalet. No one will notice.”

whoreship:  
Whoreship. (Hoar-ship) noun, verb, 
-shiped,	-ship•ing	or	(	especially	
British		)	-shipped,	-ship•ping.
–noun
1. reverent honor and homage paid to 

a whore or a profligate personage, 
or to any object regarded as slutty.

2. formal or ceremonious rendering 
of such honor and homage: They 
attended whoreship this morning.

3. adoring reverence or regard: 
excessive whoreship of Kim 
Kardashian.

4. the object of lusty reverence or 
regard.

5. ( initial capital letter  ) British . a 
title of honor used in addressing 
or mentioning certain magistrates 
and others of high rank or station 
(usually preceded by Your, His,  or 
Her ). Announcing His Whoreship, 
Charlie Sheen.

–verb (used with object)
6. to render licentious reverence and 

homage to.
7. to feel an adoring reverence, of 

a sexual nature, or regard for 
(any person or thing). She felt 
conflicted about whether to focus 
her whoreship on Edward Cullen, a 
fictional character, or Justin Beiber, 
a puppet who might one day be a 
real boy.

–verb (used without object)
8. to render religious reverence and 

homage, as to a slut.
9. to attend orgies of divine 

whoreship.
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wesley crusher penis/cock: Why,  
dear Googler? I ask you WHY?

wesley crusher porn: It’s recently 
come to light that the Clockwork 
Orange-style forced viewing of 
Wesley Crusher porn was an 
“advanced interogation technique” 
at Gitmo.  It became standard 
procedure after water boarding and 
Kroegering (the forced listening of 
Nickleback songs) got a bad rap.

wesley crusher porn stories: And 
sometimes people torture themselves 
using their own Kindles. That’s okay. 
Different strokes, right? (I wonder 
if there’s any Wesley Crusher/Willis 
Jackson crossover fics).

wesley tits: I would write a fic 
about Picard supping from Wesley’s 
lactating boobs, but I’m bet it’s 
already been done.

wheaton train derailment: That’s 
kind of a mean way to describe his 
post-TNG film career.

wil wheaton fat: Many cooks 
swear by duck fat, but they 
obviously haven’t used Wil Wheaton 
fat. There really isn’t anything 
quite as decadently rich and it 
adds a distinctive flavour to any 
dish. It’s also surprisingly healthy. 
Wil Wheaton fat contains 25.7% 
saturates, 55.5% monounsaturates 
(high in linoleic acid) and 18.7% 
polyunsaturated fats (which contains 
Omega-6 and Omega-3 essential 
oils). This compares to olive oil 
which is 75% monounsaturated fat 
(mostly oleic acid) 13% saturated fat 
and 10% Omega-6 linoleic acid and 
2% Omega-3 linoleic acid.

wil wheaton star wars poster:  
I assume there’s many pictures 
of Wil Wheaton surround by 
Princess Leia slave girls at various 
conventions. 

wil wheaton why was disliked by 
trekkies: He was living the dream. 
But it was kind of a shitty version of 
the dream.

goths in wheaton: I don’t think 
Wesley Crusher was ever sodomized 
by the Borg Queen (outside of fan 
fic), but I could be wrong.

wesley crusher slash archive: 
The whole lot. I want EVERY Wesley 
slash EVER written. Especially the 
Borg Queen rape fic. And I want it 
now. The Internet fills people with 
an unrealistic sense of entitlement.

star trek data fucking wesley 
crusher porn stories: Considering 
the speed in which Data can 
rearrange Isolinear chips, I can 
only assume friction burn plays a 
prominent role in these stories.

wesley crusher actor age 20:  
I find it really odd that someone with 
such a specific search wouldn’t know 
Wil Wheaton’s name. 

wesley crusher ball gag: I don’t 
think this is a sex thing. Just a “Shut 
up, Wesley” thing.

wesley crusher drinking: That’s 
absurd. He’d never… Actually, if I 
were way smarter than Geordie and 
had to work under him with all his 
bitchiness, I’d be in Ten Forward 
whining to Guinan every night too.

wesley crusher in a good way: Six 
words you don’t want to hear your 
friend use to describe the blind date 
they’ve set you up with. Though I 
suppose it’s better than “Like Wesley 
Crusher in a bad way.”

wesley crusher pantyhose: Wow. 
Now we have this image in our heads 
that will never go away. Ever. 
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the x files episode the truth:  
Good luck finding the episode that 
“ties it all together” sucker! Seven 
years of your life down tubes... The 
truth is Chris Carter didn’t know the 
truth himself. Thus J.J. Abrams and 
Damon Lindelof came to believe this 
kind of bullshit is acceptable writing. 

“you can’t take this guy from 
me”: I’m glad we’re not the only ones 
who mis-heard that lyric from the 
Firefly theme. 

you can take this gu from me:  
No. You keep it.

you have to kill to stay alive muay 
thai: None of that scoring points for 
knocking your opponent off their feet 
bullshit. Let’s take it up a level and 
make things interesting.

zombies boobs: “Like, if you drank 
milk from a zombie’s boob would you 
become a zombie?”

zombie drunks: How could you 
even tell if a zombie was drunk? 

•	Can’t walk in a straight line? Check

•	Mumbles incoherently? Check 

•	Drools on your shoulder? Check 

•	Random violent outbursts? Check 

Wait a minute, this isn’t a zombie. 
This is my college roommate.

zombis zombie in movie: When 
a zombie gets bitten by a zombie, it 
gets turned into the zombis. Fact.

9/11 funny conspiracy: It was all 
just meant to be a joke! Sometimes 
even the best gags fall really, really 
flat. It’s all about the timing.

9/11 sand people joke: Al-Qaeda 
didn’t blow up the World Trade 
Center, but we’re meant to think 
they did. And these blast points, too 
accurate for al-Qaeda. Only Navy 
SEALS are this precise.

% of how much are atheist:  
I can only assume this refers to that 
age old theological question, How 
many angels on the head of the pin 
are atheists?

“So, you must believe in God, eh?”

“No. I only believe in things for which 
there is empirical evidence.”

“But, dude, we’re angels.”

“So? I’ve never seen this ‘god’ of 
yours. What’s he done for us lately?”

“Well, he stuck us on the head of this 
pin for starters.”

“Pffft. Atmospheric phenomenon. 
Nothing more.”

wierd penis: I think this a typo for 
“wired penis” and not “weird penis” 
because who wants a weird penis 
when they could have a wired penis? 
Wired for 5.1 surround sound.

women that smother and 
strangle: 

Sex: Male 
Age: 42

Looking for: Women that smother 
and strangle 
For: Dating 
Hobbies: Hiking, reading, golf, being 
smothered and strangled. 
Turn-ons: Smothering, strangling.

wookie hurdles: One of the hurdles 
Chewbacca has to overcome in 
his election bid is to dispel the 
vicious rumours he’s part Sasquatch 
(Sasquatches are milking the system 
and stealing our jobs).

the word cock: As Word Nerds, 
we all hate the way English gets 
mangled on the Internet and the rage 
we feel inevitably overflows into our 
real-life interactions. But the next you 
feel the need to correct someone’s 
vocabulary or grammar at a party, 
don’t. Don’t be that guy. Don’t be the 
Word Cock.

wordles on stereotypes: I kind of 
feel like people who use Wordles and 
tag clouds are living stereotypes.

wow babymobile: I like to think this 
person was sitting at their computer 
and looked out the window to see 
a baby drive past in an Mini Cooper 
and they unconsciously typed “Wow! 
Babymobile!” into the search bar 
instead of “Chinese take-out” as they 
intended. I choose to believe this 
instead of someone trying to buy a 
World of Warcraft hanging mobile so 
they can indoctrinate their infant into 
their world of cyber-crack.




